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Retain Unified Archiving vs Netmail
Netmail has limited email and eDiscovery capabilities. As a result, it is lacking in six major organizational
areas. These top concerns, based upon a recent survey conducted by NASCIO, are Compliance, eDiscovery,
Data Protection, Audit Preparedness, Increasing IT Costs, and Employee Productivity.
Retain Unified Archiving at a Glance:

+ Unified archiving: Email, social, and mobile
communication archiving in one central location
+ Built-in eDiscovery: Retain Unified Archiving
includes powerful eDiscovery tools, at no
additional cost
+ Archive search: Retain Unified Archiving features
a “Google” like search tool for quick and easy
searches
+ Flexible archive access: Access the archive from
the email plugin, the web access viewer, the mobile
archive app, and the offline viewer
+ End user access: Users can access, browse,
and search their personal archive

The following outlines a complete list showing where Netmail lacks compliance, eDiscovery, and
audit preparedness functionality. This list also provides insight into its lack of functionality, which
may cause organizations to see an increase in IT costs and a decrease in employee productivity
when implementing Netmail.

Feature Comparison
Feature
 Email Archiving

Netmail

 Micro Focus® Retain™ Unified Archiving

Exchange, Office 365, GroupWise

®

 imultaneous mixed-environment archiving of Exchange,
S
Office 365, Gmail, IBM Notes, Bloomberg Professional,
and GroupWise, as well as instant messaging archiving
for Skype for Business.

 Social Media

 N /A

 Archiving support of Facebook, Twitter, YouTube,

 Mobile Device

N /A

 Archives mobile device communication data for

 Export

Exports XML, PST, PDF

 Exports PDF, PST, Standalone archive viewer, and

 End User

 nd user access and search via
E
Outlook and Outlook Plugin

 End user access and search via Outlook, OWA,

 Search

 earch across email headers,
S
subject line, message body files,
and attachment file names only

 Central “Google like” search of all email headers,

 Intelligent,

N /A

 Retain Unified Archiving archives data from Exchange

Archiving
Archiving
Support
Access

Capabilities

Granular
Archiving

LinkedIn, Instagram, Vimeo, Flickr, Pinterest, and Google+
BlackBerry, Android, and iOS.

complete archive export publisher

GroupWise Client, Offline Archive Viewer, Retain
Archive Mobile App, and Web Access Archive Viewer.
End users can restore email to live mailbox.
subject line, message body, attachments, files,
and appointments, in addition to social media
messages and mobile communication. Search
includes keyword search and REGEX terms.

intelligently by storing a single instance of each
message and/or attachment, saving valuable disk
space and increasing performance.

 Retain Unified Archiving takes advantage of the Microsoft

Recoverable Items Folder, or by using EWS impersonation.

 Offline Archive

 ffers “Netmail Lite” for offline
O
viewing

 Archive

N /A

Viewer

Mobile App

 Users can browse and search the Retain Unified

Archiving archive without access to the web with the
Offline Archive Viewer.

 he Archive Mobile App provides users and administrators
T
direct access to view, browse, search, forward, and print
their Retain Mobile Archived messages from any Android
or iOS mobile device or tablet.

Continued on the next page

“We were looking for a solution that archives in accordance
with current retention laws—Retain fulfills all our internal
and the external compliance regulations!.”
STEFAN VETTER
Tax Counsellor & Partner
Rieker - Alber - Thoni

www.microfocus.com

Feature Comparison (continued)
Feature
 Built-in

eDiscovery,
Litigation
and Case
Management

 Litigation
Hold

Netmail
 Retain Unified Archiving
 Litigation hold with limited eDiscovery  Retain Unified Archiving features built-in litigation support
tools. Secondary archive recommended
for full legal case assessment

tools for performing eDiscovery, searching, placing
litigation holds, redaction, printing, and forwarding.

 Litigation hold with limited eDiscovery  Any mailbox held for litigation can be handed over to the
tools. Secondary archive recommended
for full legal case assessment

legal team or a Compliance Officer for review where data
can be discovered, exported, redacted, and converted to
PDF or PST.

 Mailbox

 Mailbox and individual message holds  Any mailbox held for litigation can be handed over to the

 Email

 GroupWise, Exchange, Office 365

 Retain Email archives messaging data in a platform

 Archive

 McAfee SaaS Archiving, MXLogic,

 Retain Unified Archiving can migrate from the following

 Built-in Smart,

 N/A

 Administrators and end users can create custom tags for

 Email

 Limited manual tagging only

 Messages can be marked as confidential or tagged while

Hold

Migrations

Migrations

Confidential
and Rule-based
Tagging

Tagging

legal team or a Compliance Officer for review where data
can be discovered, exported, redacted, and converted to
PDF or PST.

EMC SourceOne, EMC EmailXtender,
Mimosa NearPoint, Micro Focus
Retain, HP Autonomy, Zantas EAS,
and Symantec Enterprise Vault

agnostic format, making it easy to migrate to a new
email system. Migrate to GroupWise, Office 365,
Exchange, or Gmail.
existing archives: AXS-One, Barracuda, CAMM/
Assentor/ACA, Commvault, EAS, Email Xtender,
Enterprise Vault, GFI, Google Gmail, Google Postini/
MBOX File Conversion, Google Vault, IAP/RISS, Mail
Meter, Microsoft Exchange, Microsoft Exchange Archives,
Exchange Online, Office 365, Mimosa Nearpoint, Outlook
PST, Proofpoint, Dell/Quest Archive Manager, Source
One, ZL (ZipLip) Technologies, Zantac EAS, and EMC.
messages within the archive. Auditors, administrators, and
other authorized users can mark archived messages as
confidential. These marked messages can only be viewed
or searched by users with granted rights.
being archived. These messages are automatically tagged
while being archived according to set criteria, including
regular expressions.

Retain Unified Archiving provides unified archiving of all business communication including email,
social media, and mobile communication data for case assessment, search, and eDiscovery. It can
be deployed on-premises or in the cloud, and provides the tools organizations need to ensure
communication data is securely archived, and risk for data loss and compliance violations are
mitigated. With the Retain Unified Archiving central archive, organizations only need one solution
for archiving, searching, and performing eDiscovery of all electronic communication.
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